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Abstract

Advanced prostate cancer carries a poor prognosis and novel therapies are needed. Research has focused on identifying mechanisms that promote angiogenesis and cellular proliferation during prostate cancer progression from the primary tumor to bone—the principal site of prostate cancer metastases. One candidate pathway is the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) axis. Aberrant expression of FGF ligands and FGF receptors leads to constitutive activation of multiple downstream pathways involved in prostate cancer progression including mitogen-activated protein kinase, phosphoinositide 3-kinase, and phospholipase Cγ. The involvement of FGF pathways in multiple mechanisms relevant to prostate tumorigenesis provides a rationale for the therapeutic blockade of this pathway, and two small-molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors—dovitinib and nintedanib—are currently in phase II clinical development for advanced prostate cancer. Preliminary results from these trials suggest that FGF pathway inhibition represents a promising new strategy to treat castrate-resistant disease.

Review

Introduction

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed malignancy in males and the second most deadly, with approximately 241,740 new cases and 28,170 deaths reported in the United States in 2012 (1). Although most cases detected early using prostate-specific antigen screening are curable with local therapies, metastatic disease remains incurable. Metastatic disease is initially treated very effectively with androgen deprivation therapy but most patients will eventually develop castrate resistance, defined as disease progression despite serum levels of testosterone <50 ng/dL. Patients with metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) carry a poor prognosis, with a median overall survival of approximately 14 months (2).

Although docetaxel chemotherapy remains a standard treatment option for mCRPC, several new agents have recently been approved. Sipuleucel-T, a cancer vaccine, is indicated for asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic mCRPC. Abiraterone acetate and enzalutamide inhibit intracrine androgen receptor signaling associated with castrate resistance. Both are indicated after docetaxel therapy, and abiraterone is now available for chemotherapy-naive patients. Cabazitaxel, a taxane analog, is approved after docetaxel failure. Although these agents have each positive-ly affected survival, mCRPC remains incurable and new therapies are needed (3).

Research efforts elucidating signaling pathways and cellular processes involved in prostate cancer progression have produced many therapies currently in clinical development, including immunomodulators, inhibitors of intracrine androgen receptor signaling, and small-molecule inhibitors of oncogenic pathways (4). One such pathway is the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) axis that is required for normal prostate and skeletal development but becomes aberrantly activated in prostate cancer (5, 6). This review discusses the role of FGF signaling in prostate cancer and the potential for FGF inhibition as a rational therapy strategy in advanced disease.

FGF Signaling Pathways

FGF pathway components are ubiquitously expressed and play important roles in diverse biologic processes including embryonic and organ development, wound healing, and carcinogenesis. The FGF axis and its downstream pathways regulate many mechanisms including mitogenesis, differentiation, angiogenesis, survival, and motility/invasiveness (5, 6). FGF ligands comprise a gene family consisting of 22 structurally related proteins that are further divided into seven subfamilies based on sequence homology: FGF1-2, FGF4-6, FGF5/7/10/22, FGF8/17/18, FGF9/16/20, FGF11-14, and FGF19/21/23 (6). FGF 11–14 ligands do not function as ligands, and FGF 19/21/23 ligands are endocrine messengers. The remaining FGFs signal through autocrine or paracrine mechanisms by activating FGF receptors (FGFR) in partnership with heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSP; refs. 7, 8). The FGFR is a single glycosylated polypeptide chain that has an extracellular ligand–binding domain, a transmembrane domain, and an intracellular...
tyrosine kinase domain. There are four recognized FGFRs (FGFR1, -2, -3, and -4) that function as receptor tyrosine kinases. Four highly conserved genes encode an extensive repertoire of alternatively spliced variants of FGFR that vary in both the extracellular ligand-binding and the intracellular kinase domains (8, 9). The extracellular domain comprises three immunoglobulin-like motifs, the third of which has differing specificities for various FGF ligands (10). FGFR1, FGFR2, and FGFR3 encode two versions (IIIb and IIIc) of immunoglobulin-like domains in mutually exclusive exons. The IIIb and IIIc isoforms are mainly expressed in epithelial and mesenchymal tissues, respectively, and have different ligand selectivities (11, 12). Despite the diversity of ligands, FGFR variants and oligosaccharide motifs that make up the FGFR signaling complex, cell-specific expression of isoforms, and the combination of the three individual components confer specificity on intercompartmental signaling. Furthermore, the partitioning of FGF ligand and FGFR isotypes, combined with the cell-type specific expression of HSP, creates directionally specific paracrine communication from one cell type or compartment to another.

A schematic of FGF/FGFR signaling is shown in Fig. 1. Current models suggest a symmetric dimeric complex of two FGFs, two FGFRs, and two HSP chains. Activation triggers autophosphorylation of FGFR followed by FGFR substrate 2 (FRS2) phosphorylation and recruitment of the docking proteins FRS2 and phospholipase-Cγ (PLCγ; refs. 13, 14). FRS2 has two isoforms (FRS2α and FRS2β) that largely mediate FGFR signaling. FRS2α has multiple tyrosine and serine/threonine phosphorylation sites that are phosphorylated upon ligand-induced FGFR activation. These phosphorylation sites constitute binding sites for recruitment and activation of additional adaptors and signaling molecules, such as Shp2 and growth factor receptor-bound 2, which link to intracellular networks, most commonly the mitogen-activated protein kinase/extracellular signal—regulated kinase (MAPK/ERK) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT pathways (15, 16). Activated ERK1/2 stimulates transcription factors such as the ETS family of proteins, leading to alterations in cellular gene expression. Several other pathways are also activated by FGFRs, depending on the cellular context, including the p38 MAPK and Jun N-terminal kinase pathways, STAT signaling, and ribosomal protein S6 kinase 2. It should be noted, however, that other important growth factor ligand receptor pathways [e.g., interleukin (IL)-6, EGF, TGF-β] signal through molecular intermediaries (e.g., SOS, RAS) shared with FGF/FGFR activation, so cell fate is ultimately complex.

The FGF/FGFR signaling cascade is regulated by a number of positive and negative modulators (Fig. 1). Secreted FGF-binding protein (SFBP) can reversibly bind FGF1 and FGF2, releasing them from the extracellular matrix to stimulate signaling (17). The Sprouty (Spry) protein family is a feedback regulator of the FGF pathway at the posttranslational level (18). Tyrosine phosphorylation of Sprys creates
a decoy site that binds the docking molecule growth factor receptor–bound 2 and prevents Son of Sevenless from activating the Ras/MAPK pathway or by directly binding to RAF and blocking subsequent MAPK signaling (19–21). Furthermore, similar expression to FGF (SEF) family members and MAPK phosphatase 3 (MKP3) are attenuators of the FGF-activated downstream MAPK pathway. Thus, FGF/FGFR signaling is regulated differently based on the specific FGF ligand, the FGFR splice variant expressed, and the presence and activity of regulatory factors in a tissue- and cellular-specific context (22).

FGF Signaling in Human Cancer

Aberrant activation of FGF/FGFR signaling is common in many epithelial cancers including hepatocellular carcinoma, melanoma, lung, breast, bladder, endometrial, head and neck, and prostate cancers (23). There are multiple mechanisms for dysregulation that occur principally through alterations of FGFRs rather than FGFs (23). One mechanism is ligand-independent activation of FGFR via point mutations that promote dimerization or enhance kinase activity. For example, a point mutation in FGFR3 has been detected in 50% to 60% of non–muscle-invasive urothelial carcinomas. A second mechanism is FGFR gene amplification and overexpression, which result in excessive signaling. For example, amplification of chromosomal region 8p11–12, which encompasses FGFR1, is present in approximately 10% of breast carcinomas (23). A third mechanism involves an alternatively spliced FGFR variant with altered ligand selectivity that triggers inappropriate signaling activation (24). In contrast, mutations in FGF ligands seem to be rare in human cancers (23). Finally, FGF/FGFR–mediated oncosignaling may also be associated with a failure to attenuate signaling resulting from loss-of-function of negative regulators such as Spry (25).

FGF Signaling in Prostate Cancer

Development and homeostasis of the normal prostate gland depends on androgenic stimulation and epithelial–mesenchymal interactions (26, 27). Mesenchymal tissues secrete paracrine factors that stimulate epithelial maintenance and growth, and FGF ligands are key messengers (26). FGF10 is expressed in the mesenchyme and is required for prostate growth and development, as evidenced by developmental defects in prostate precursor buds in an FGF10-knockout mouse (28). Studies have also identified biologically relevant levels of FGF2, FGF7, and FGF9 in normal prostate mesenchyme (fibroblasts and/or endothelial cells), whereas FGFRs with specificity for these ligands are expressed in secretory prostatic epithelium (25). FGF10 and FGF7 may be partially redundant, as evidenced by the development of a viable male reproductive system in an FGF7-knockout mouse (29). FGFR2 was shown to be required for prostate organogenesis and the acquisition of androgen dependency for tissue homeostasis using a conditional knockout mouse (30). Thus, FGF/FGFR signaling is necessary for development and homeostasis of the normal prostate gland.

Aberrant FGF signaling has been implicated in prostate cancer development and progression (31–34). With respect to early prostate cancer, multiple studies have shown involvement of dysregulated FGF/FGFR signaling in all developmental stages of prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) —carcinoma in situ of the prostate characterized by initial cell proliferation and anaplasia—followed by invasive carcinoma, angiogenesis, and metastasis. For example, forced expression of constitutively active mutant of FGFR1 leads to development of high-grade PIN lesions (35). Perturbations of FGF/FGFR pathway signaling also contribute to the development of PIN and prostate cancer through mechanisms that mimic the developmental program (36).

Clear recent evidence that paracrine activation of FGF in prostate epithelial cells leads to PIN or prostate cancer was provided using a tissue recombination prostate regeneration system (ref. 37; Fig. 2). In this model, adult-dissociated normal mouse prostate epithelial cells (mNPE) are combined with embryonic urogenital sinus mesenchyme (UGSM) and grafted under the kidney capsule of a severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mouse, resulting in the formation of prostate gland–like structures. This model allows for genetic manipulation of the epithelial and mesenchymal compartments independently to study effects of paracrine factors on adult prostate epithelial cells. In this system, mesenchymal expression of FGF10 leads to FGFR1-dependent PIN or prostate cancer development and enhanced androgen receptor expression in the neoplastic epithelium (Fig. 2). Inhibition of epithelial FGFR1 signaling using a dominant-negative FGFR1 led to reversal of the cancer phenotype.

In addition, altered expression of FGFR1, but not of FGFR2, has been shown to induce PIN in the juxtaposition of chemical inducers of dimerization (CID) and kinase (JOCK)-1 and -2 transgenic mouse models, respectively (ref. 38; Fig. 3A). JOCK-1 mice subsequently develop invasive prostate carcinoma and metastasis. Furthermore, conditional deletion of FRS2α in the mouse prostate inhibited the initiation and progression of prostate cancer induced by oncogenic viral proteins (ref. 39; Fig. 3B). Conditional inactivation of FGFR1 also impairs development of PIN, prostate cancer progression, and metastasis in the TRAMP model (40). Together, these reports suggest that activation of FGFR1 signaling is sufficient to induce prostate cancer development and progression in mouse models of prostate cancer.

It has also been shown that increased production of FGF ligands by prostatic secretory epithelial cells induces autocrine signaling and independence from stromal regulation, stimulating aberrant epithelial growth, and cellular dysplasia (26, 27). For example, FGF8 and its cognate receptors FGFR1Ile and FGFR2Ile are overexpressed in human samples of PIN and prostate cancer compared with controls (41). Also, the FGF9/FGFR3 axis has been reported to signal from neoplastic epithelium to mesenchyme in Dunning R3327 rat prostate cancer models (42).
With respect to later stages of prostate cancer progression, multiple studies have shown involvement of aberrant FGF/FGFR signaling in driving epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT). EMT is a process whereby polarized epithelial cells lose epithelial characteristics and acquire mesenchymal features, including enhanced migratory capacity, invasiveness and elevated resistance to apoptosis (43). EMTs normally occur during embryonic development and wound healing/tissue regeneration, but the mechanism is co-opted during the acquisition of malignancy. In JOCK-1 mice, inducible ectopic FGFR1 induced the formation of tumors that possessed mesenchymal-like cells with residual epithelial hallmarks that were presumed to be remnants of EMT (38). Also of note, shifts in alternative splicing of FGFR1 and FGFR2 from IIIb (epithelial) to IIIc (mesenchymal) isoforms are associated with EMT in prostate and other types of cancer (24).

In support of the aforementioned data, upregulation of FGF family members in primary prostate cancer is positively associated with higher grades of cancer and clinical stage (44, 45). FGFs have been shown to be overexpressed predominantly in epithelial cells (FGF1, FGF6, FGF8, FGF17), stromal fibroblasts (FGF2), or both (FGF7), supporting the existence of autocrine/paracrine growth-promoting effects (25). Furthermore, FGF8 is expressed at low levels in normal prostate, but its overexpression in prostate cancer (46–48) is associated with decreased patient survival (45). Mechanistic studies have established links between some ligands and prostate cancer. For example, attenuating FGF2 activity inhibits cell proliferation, migration, and invasion in cell culture (49, 50), whereas FGF2 knockout in a transgenic mouse model of

Figure 2. Mesenchymal expression of FGF10 leads to the formation of FGFR1-dependent PIN or prostate cancer in a tissue recombination prostate regeneration system. When mNPEs are mixed with embryonic UGSM and grafted under the kidney capsule of mice, epithelial glands resembling the mouse prostate are formed. When mNPEs are mixed with UGSM-overexpressing FGF10, well-differentiated prostate carcinoma develops and these cancer cells express higher androgen receptor levels than that observed in normal prostate-like glands. Inhibition of epithelial FGFR1 signaling using dominant-negative FGFR1 leads to reversal of the cancer phenotype.
prostate adenocarcinoma inhibited tumor progression (51). In addition, exogenous FGF1 induces expression of matrix metalloproteinases, which are suggested to play a role in tumor metastasis, in prostate cancer LNCaP cells (52).

Dysregulated expression of FGFRs has also been associated with prostate cancer. Overexpression of FGFR1 has been found in prostate tumors (53). In addition, ectopic expression of FGFR1 accelerated tumorigenicity of rat prostate carcinoma. 

Figure 3. Activation of FGFR axis mediates prostate cancer development and progression. A, inducible FGFR1 (iFGFR1) prostate mouse model [named the juxtaposition of CID and kinase1 (JOCK1)]. Activation of iFGFR1 with CID led to PIN, invasive prostate cancer, and metastases. B, transgenic adenocarcinoma of the mouse prostate (TRAMP; established by expressing of SV40 T antigen in the mouse prostate) develop poorly differentiated prostate carcinomas at 24 weeks of age. Conditional deletion of FRS2α in the mouse prostate inhibited the initiation and progression of prostate cancer in the TRAMP model.
mechanisms. Dysregulation of the FGF axis can occur via multiple higher grades of cancer (44), showing that oncogenic to FGF—an FGF pathway inhibitor—is correlated with regulation is associated with neoplastic progression (33, 54). Furthermore, reduced levels of “similar expression to FGF”—an FGF pathway inhibitor—is correlated with higher grades of cancer (44), showing that oncogenic dysregulation of the FGF axis can occur via multiple mechanisms.

Rationale for FGF Inhibition in Prostate Cancer

FGF/FGFR signaling is intimately involved in promoting angiogenesis, involving potential cross-talk with platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and VEGF pathways. In the normal prostate, FGF2 is a known regulator of angiogenesis (55), and a correlation between FGF8 and VEGF expression exists in prostate cancer (56). In addition, conditional FGFR1 expression via the JOCK-1 model induced angiogenesis through upregulation of hypoxia inducible factor 1α, VEGF, and angiogenin-2 and downregulation of angiogenin-1 (57). Osteoblasts can also promote angiogenesis through DJ-1—a soluble factor that induces angiogenesis in endothelial cells via activation of FGFR1 (58). The FGF pathway is also known to function as a resistance mechanism for antiangiogenic therapy in preclinical models for other tumor types (59). These data highlight FGF/FGFR signaling as a driver of angiogenesis in prostate cancer and provide a rationale for dual FGF/VEGFR inhibition as therapy (59).

FGFs also have a role in the development of bone metastases, which occur in approximately 80% of patients with advanced prostate cancer (60). These metastases often abnormally express FGF8 and/or FGF9, which promote osteoblast proliferation/differentiation in culture (61, 62). It has also been shown that exogenous expression of FGF8 forms bone lesions and spurs the growth of intratibial tumors in a model simulating bone metastasis of prostate cancer (63) and that FGF9 mediates the osteoblastic progression of human prostate cancer cells in the bone of mice (61). Additional cross-talk between bone stroma and prostate cancer cells mediated by hedgehog and bone morphogenetic protein signaling may promote cancer survival through upregulation of FGF2 (64). A model of the principal FGFs and FGRs involved in prostate cancer progression is shown in Fig. 4A. Therefore, inhibiting the FGF pathway could reduce the propensity of prostate tumors to metastasize and/or survive in bone.

Finally, the development of castrate resistance is associated with inactivating androgen receptor signaling and data from preclinical models, primary tumors, and metastatic tumors suggest that FGFR and androgen receptor signaling are tightly intertwined (26). For example, de novo expression of androgen receptor in PC3 prostate cancer cells may upregulate FGF signaling by increasing the use of FGF2 (65). FGF7 and FGF8, which are normally induced by androgens, are both expressed in primary castrate resistance tumors (45, 66), and the inhibition of FGF8 and FGF9 signaling has an antitumor effect in castrate-resistant mouse models (61, 67). Furthermore, the bone marrow microenvironment supports the development of castrate-resistant growth (61, 68), and bone biopsies from patients with mCRPC overexpress FGF9 more frequently than do primary tumors (56). FGF has also been linked to chemoresistance to multiple classes of agents including taxanes (69, 70). Because castrate-resistant tumors are frequently treated with taxane-based chemotherapy, a rationale exists to combine FGF inhibitors and chemotherapy in patients with mCRPCs. Taken together, these results suggest that targeting the FGF pathway could have a clinical impact on CRPC in primary prostate tumors and metastatic disease (Fig. 4B).

FGF Pathway Inhibition in Prostate Cancer

A number of targeted agents that inhibit FGF/FGFR signaling now exist (Table 1). These agents include FGF tyr kinase inhibitors (TKIs), monoclonal antibodies, and an FGF ligand trap. A potential advantage of TKIs with a broader spectrum of inhibition is their ability to target FGF simultaneously with other angiogenic receptor tyrosine kinases such as VEGFR and PDGFR. TKIs that target FGFs along with other kinases include dovitinib, nintedanib (BIBF 1120), masitinib, lenvatinib, brivanib, orantinib, and PD173074 (5, 71). The first six agents are in phase III development for non-prostate tumors including gastrointestinal stromal tumors, multiple myeloma, melanoma, renal cell carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, and pancreatic, thyroid, and ovarian cancers (Table 1). Importantly, dovitinib and nintedanib are also being investigated in mCRPC.

Dovitinib is a small-molecule TKI that targets multiple kinases including FGFR1, FGFR3, VEGFR1-3, PDGFRβ, fms-related tyrosine kinase-3, and c-KIT. Preclinical studies have shown upregulation of the tumor suppressor proteins p21 and p27 after dovitinib treatment in cell culture models of prostate cancer (72). On the basis of findings in an androgen receptor-negative prostate cancer xenograft model that suggested a role for FGF/FGFR in osteoblastic progression of CRPCs in bone (61), a phase II trial of dovitinib in patients with bone mCRPCs is currently underway (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT00831792). Of 23 patients evaluable for response (>1 cycle on therapy), 6 of 23 (26%) experienced improvements on bone scan [1 complete response and 3 partial responses (PRs)] or in soft tissue metastases (2 PRs) at 8 weeks, with a median treatment duration of 19.9 weeks (range, 10–35 weeks). Thirteen of 23 (57%) patients experienced stable disease at 8 weeks, with a median treatment duration of 11.7 weeks (range, 6–31 weeks), and 4 of 23 (17%) experienced disease progression. Toxicities were mostly grade 1 or II. Grade 3 toxicities included fatigue, rash, and generalized weakness (each found in <5% of the patients) and there were no grade 4 toxicities (73).

Nintedanib (BIBF 1120)—a TKI that inhibits FGFR1-3, VEGFR1-3, PDGFRα and -β, Src, Lck, and Lyn—has shown preliminary activity in a phase II study in patients with mCRPCs, yielding a PR rate of 4.3% and a stable disease rate of 30.4% (74). In a phase I trial, a combination of...
nintedanib, docetaxel, and prednisone produced a $\geq 50\%$ reduction from baseline in prostate-specific antigen levels in 68.4% of 19 evaluable patients and a PR in 1 of 6 patients with measurable lesions (75).

The observation that some TKIs have dose-limiting “off target” toxicities has spurred the development of more selective pan-FGFR inhibitors. AZD4547, AZD8010, and BGJ398 potently inhibit FGFR1-3, whereas AZD8010 also inhibits FGFR4, albeit to a lesser degree (76–78). AZD4547 is undergoing investigation in a phase I trial of advanced solid malignancies (NCT00979134). BGJ398 is being evaluated in a phase I trial in patients with advanced solid tumors harboring amplified FGFR1 or FGFR2 genes or mutated FGFR3 (78). AZD8010 is still in preclinical development.

FGF signaling may also be more specifically abrogated by blocking ligand receptor binding using monoclonal antibodies or a ligand trap. Three monoclonal antibodies that block FGF signaling are currently in development: MFR1877S, GP369, and 1A6. MFR1877S is a
### Table 1. FGF pathway inhibitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Target(s)</th>
<th>Clinical development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small-molecule multikinase inhibitors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dovitinib (TKI258)</td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>FGFR1–3, VEGFR1–3, PDGFRβ, FLT-3, c-KIT</td>
<td>Ongoing phase II trial in patients with CRPC with bone metastases (NCT00831792)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase III investigation in metastatic renal cell carcinoma (NCT01223027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nintedanib (BIBF1120)</td>
<td>Boehringer-Ingelheim</td>
<td>FGFR1–3, VEGFR1–3, PDGFRα and -β, Src, Lck, Lyn</td>
<td>Completed phase II trial in hormone-refractory prostate cancer (NCT0706628)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase III investigation in NSCLC (NCT00806819), ovarian cancer (NCT01015118)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masitinib</td>
<td>AB Science</td>
<td>FGFR3, PDGFR, c-KIT</td>
<td>No ongoing trials specifically in CRPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase III investigation in GIST (NCT00812240), pancreatic cancer (NCT00789633), multiple myeloma (NCT01470131), and metastatic melanoma (NCT01280565)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenvatinib (E7080)</td>
<td>Eisai</td>
<td>FGFR1, VEGF1–3, PDGFRα and -β, c-KIT</td>
<td>No investigation specifically in CRPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase III investigation in thyroid cancer (NCT01321554)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brivanib</td>
<td>Bristol-Myers Squibb</td>
<td>FGFR1, VEGFR2</td>
<td>No ongoing trials specifically in CRPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase III investigation in liver cancer (NCT00825955) and HCC (NCT00908752, NCT0118705, NCT00858871)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orantinib (TSU-68)</td>
<td>Taiho Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>FGFR1, VEGFR2, PDGFRβ, KDR</td>
<td>No ongoing trials specifically in CRPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase III investigation in CRPC (NCT01465464)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD173074</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>FGFR1, VEGFR2</td>
<td>Preclinical investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small-molecule TKIs selective for FGF pathway</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZD4547</td>
<td>AstraZeneca</td>
<td>FGFR1–3</td>
<td>No ongoing trials specifically in CRPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase II investigation in breast cancer (NCT01202591) and gastric cancer (NCT01457846)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZD8010</td>
<td>AstraZeneca</td>
<td>FGFR1–4</td>
<td>Preclinical investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase I trial in advanced solid tumors with FGFR amplifications or mutations (NCT01004224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGJ398</td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>FGFR1–3</td>
<td>Phase I trial in advanced solid tumors with FGFR amplifications or mutations (NCT01004224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monoclonal antibodies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP369</td>
<td>AVEO Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>FGFR2-IIIb isoform</td>
<td>Preclinical investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase I trial in advanced solid tumors (NCT01363024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFGR1877S (R3Mab)</td>
<td>Roche/Genentech</td>
<td>FGFR3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6</td>
<td>Roche/Genentech</td>
<td>FGF-19 ligand</td>
<td>Preclinical investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligand trap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG31036 (FP-1039)</td>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline, Human Genome Sciences, Five Prime Therapeutics</td>
<td>FGF ligands that have affinity for the FGFR1-IIIc isoform</td>
<td>Phase I trials in advanced solid tumors (NCT00687505, NCT01604863)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Mechanism of action and clinical development stage of agents targeting the FGF pathway. Trials were identified from http://www.clinicaltrials.gov.

Abbreviations: FLT-3, fms-related tyrosine kinase-3; GIST, gastrointestinal stromal tumor; KDR, kinase insert domain receptor; NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer.
monoclonal antibody against FGFR3 (79) that is currently undergoing phase I testing for patients with advanced solid tumors, including those with CRCs (NCT01363024). Both GP369 and 1A6 are currently in preclinical development (80, 81). GP369 specifically blocks the IIb splice variant of FGFR2, and 1A6 targets the ligand FGF19. HGS1036 (FP-1039) is a construct comprising the extracellular domain of FGFR1c fused with the Fc portion of IgG1 and is expected to be a decoy for FGF ligands having affinity for FGFR1c. A phase I study of HGS1036 in patients with metastatic or locally advanced unresectable solid tumors has been completed. A preliminary report documented a patient with prostate cancer who had tumor shrinkage (82), and final results are anticipated shortly. These agents have the potential to clinically affect mCRPCs, and further investigation is expected.

Conclusions and Future Directions

An enlarging body of evidence supports a role for FGF/FGFR signaling in prostate cancer. Dysregulated signaling is associated with the development of PIN, EMT, and angiogenesis—critical biologic processes involved in cancer progression and metastasis. FGF/FGFR signaling between bone stroma and prostate cancer cells also promotes the formation of bone metastases and the emergence of castrate-resistant disease. Evidence from preclinical and clinical studies suggest that inhibitors of FGF/FGFR signaling warrant further investigation as a rational therapeutic strategy for the treatment of patients with advanced prostate cancer.
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